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CASE NUMBER: PCN18-0013 

 

REQUESTED ACTION(S): Approval of a Conditional Use Permit request to 

allow a major recreational facility at 7660 

Patrina Way in the City of Sparks’s Sphere of 

Influence 

 
PROPERTY OWNER: Manuel Nunez Felix 

APPLICANT: Guadalupe P. Medina 

LOCATION: 7660 Patrina Way, 

Washoe County, NV 

PARCEL SIZE: Approximately 10.66 acres 

SITE SIZE: Approximately 10.66 acres 

EXISTING ZONING: A-40 (Agriculture – 40 acre minimum lot size)  

EXISTING LAND USE: LDR (Low Density Residential), LLR (Large Lot 

Residential), OS (Open Space) 

WARD INFORMATION: Washoe County, in Sparks Sphere of Influence   

APPLICABLE REGULATIONS: SMC 20.05.08, SMC 20.05.05(G)(2), NRS 

278.02788, Protocol Agreement (Resolution A-

2939) 
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BACKGROUND 
 

The address of the subject property is 7660 Patrina Way (Exhibit 1 – Vicinity Map). The 

primary use of the property is, and will remain, a single-family residence. This request for a 

Conditional Use Permit for a Major Recreational Facility, if approved, would permit an 

additional seasonal and intermittent use – roping and dancing horse cultural events – on 

this property. 

 

This site is located in unincorporated Washoe County but within the Sparks Sphere of 

Influence.  The site was included in the Sparks Sphere of Influence by the Regional 

Planning Governing Board on July 27, 2006.  The City of Sparks subsequently master 

planned the area, by PCN06100, from GR (General Rural) to OS (Open Space)/Rural 

Reserve in 2007.  The master plan designation was updated again through adoption of the 

West Pyramid Plan in 2008 to the current split designation of OS (Open Space), LDR (Low 

Density Residential), and LLR (Large Lot Residential) (see Exhibit 2 – Comprehensive Plan 

Land Use).   

 

Pursuant to NRS 278.02788, the City has building, planning, and zoning jurisdiction over 

areas in the City of Sparks Sphere of Influence.  The Protocol Agreement between the City 

of Sparks and Washoe County limits the City of Sparks’s control to planning. The Protocol 

Agreement was adopted by the City Council through Resolution 2939 and amended by 

Resolution A-2939.  This site has a GR (General Rural) zoning in Washoe County, which 

correlates to City of Sparks zoning of A-40 (Agriculture – 40-acre minimum lot size) (Exhibit 3 

– Annexation Zoning Conversion Chart).        

 

The use of the property for roping and dancing horse cultural events is not specifically 

identified or defined in Title 20 of the Sparks Municipal Code. City staff have categorized 

the proposed use as a Major Recreational Facility.  SMC 20.08.02 defines a Major 

Recreational Facility as: 

 

Large, generally outdoor facilities, such as: outdoor roller or ice-skating rinks; sports 

stadiums and arenas; amusement and theme parks; racetracks; driving ranges; 

swimming or wave pools; entertainment complexes; amphitheaters; drive-in 

theaters; archery or shooting ranges; riding stables; campgrounds; recreational 

vehicle parks; miniature golf; golf courses, driving ranges, and country clubs, 

marinas, and similar facilities. 

 

The proposed use is large, outdoor, and though not a riding stable, does involve the riding 

of horses. It is also similar to other uses encompassed by the definition such as “sports 

stadiums and arenas” and “entertainment complexes.” 
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A Major Recreational Facility is permitted in the A-40 zoning district subject to a 

Conditional Use Permit. The applicant has hosted roping and dancing horse cultural 

events several times in the past with approval through the Temporary Use Permit process.  

The applicant now proposes to host this event more frequently than the Temporary Use 

Permit process is designed to accommodate, requiring the use to be considered a 

permanent one that requires a Conditional Use Permit.  The applicant would like to host 

this event once a month from May through October.  The applicant expects no more than 

250 people to attend each of these events. 

 

City staff has communicated with Washoe County staff throughout the Conditional Use 

Permit application process. Because the City of Sparks exercises only planning jurisdiction, 

County staff were consulted regarding building, public safety (fire and police), 

engineering, and business licensing approvals and operations because all of these 

services are the responsibility of Washoe County at this location.  For this reason, most of 

the Conditions of Approval will be enforced by Washoe County. 

 

ANALYSIS 
 

The applicable Sparks zoning for this site is A-40. As discussed above, a Major Recreational 

Facility is permitted on an A-40 property subject to a Conditional Use Permit. The definition 

of a Major Recreational Facility includes riding stables. Though not a riding stable, the 

proposed use does involve the riding of horses. The proposed use is also similar to other 

uses encompassed by the definition of Major Recreational Facility, such as “sports 

stadiums and arenas” and “entertainment complexes.” City staff have therefore 

categorized a roping and dancing horse cultural event land use as a Major Recreational 

Facility. 

 

This site is in the Sparks Sphere of Influence but has not been annexed into the City of 

Sparks. The site is therefore subject to City of Sparks planning jurisdiction pursuant to  NRS 

278.02788 and the Protocol Agreement.  City staff has coordinated with Washoe County 

staff to review this request.   

 

City and County staff conducted a combined plan review meeting to consider 

recommendations regarding this application. At that meeting, concerns regarding the 

proposed use were discussed. Those concerns and a description of the Conditions of 

Approval proposed to address them follow.  

 

SMC 20.04.009(B)(8) requires that all parking and access roads be paved. The subject 

property is located at 7660 Patrina Way. However, Dolores Drive is a County street and the 

only access route to Patrina Way. Pavement ends on Dolores Drive approximately 1,300 
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feet before Patrina Way and approximately 2,800 feet from the subject site. The unpaved 

portions of both Dolores Drive and Patrina Way are not public rights-of-way but are private 

access roads.  Because the existing access is unpaved for approximately 2,800 feet, City 

staff believes that paving the parking area is not necessary but that the parking area 

should be improved with gravel to the approval of City staff (Condition 3). 

 

The end of pavement on Dolores Drive also demarcates the approximate end of the 

County right-of-way for Dolores Drive.  Beyond that point Dolores and all of the 

subsequent cross streets (Starhill Way, Patrina Way, and Marie Way) are private roads and 

maintained by the property owners adjacent to said private roads.  At the time of the 

writing of this staff report a copy of the instrument governing access to the private roads 

has not been received by staff.  The language of that instrument may determine if the 

applicant can use the private roads for the type and volume of traffic that the proposed 

use will generate.  If the language of the instrument does not allow for the access 

needed, it will need to be amended (Condition 16).   

 

In addition, while the addition of 200-250 trips per month on an improved City of or County 

road may not cause undue burden to the road, that same increase in traffic may cause 

significant degradation to the unimproved private roads used to access this site.  Just as 

the City or County would require remuneration from an applicant for any new 

development or use that would overburden their adjacent roads, staff believes that the 

applicant should also pay a proportional share for maintenance and repair to their access 

route on the private roads.  Either (A) an agreement detailing the applicant’s 

maintenance and repair responsibilities and/or obligations; or (B) a traffic study indicating 

that the type and volume of traffic generated by the proposed use will not impact the 

maintenance and repair needs of the private roads must be provided prior to any events 

(Condition 17).  

 

Additionally, because Patrina Way and the final section of Dolores Drive are not paved, 

Washoe County staff requested that measures be taken by the applicant to mitigate dust 

caused by attendees driving to events at the site. A condition requiring that the dirt 

portions of Dolores Drive and Patrina Way be watered prior to any event and throughout 

the event is proposed (Condition 4). 

 

The Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District was concerned about access through the 

site. In response, the applicant proposed a circulation route that enters the site at its 

southwest corner, wraps around the east side of the site, and exits in the northwest portion 

of the site (Exhibit 4 – Site Plan).  Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District staff believes this 

circulation route will meet their needs so long as an unobstructed all-weather fire access 

lane, with a minimum width of 20 feet, be maintained (Condition 5). 
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Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District staff also addressed the location and size of any 

tents or pop-up shelters that might be used at this event. Truckee Meadows Fire Protection 

District has standards for the location and size of tents and pop-up shelters related to fire 

and life safety. While only two small tents are indicated on the site plan, the size and 

location of which were not of immediate concern to Fire Protection staff, a condition is 

proposed that would require that all tents and pop-up shelters be submitted for review 

and approval by the Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District prior to any event 

(Condition 11). 

 

Washoe County Health District staff addressed issues related to restroom facilities, the sale 

of food and beverages, requirements for food trucks, and the use of the residential well for 

water.  Washoe County Health District submitted a letter to the City detailing the 

requirements and restrictions related to these items (Exhibit 5 – County Health Letter). Four 

conditions are proposed to address these concerns. 

 

Condition 6 requires that the applicant provide 10 non-sewered toilets for attendees 

and 2 non-sewered toilets for employees. 

 

Condition 10 stipulates that all food and beverage sales are regulated by Washoe 

County and that any required permits and approvals be acquired prior to sale and 

of food and beverages at any event. 

 

Condition 12 requires that any food trucks providing services at an event must be 

appropriately licensed and permitted. 

 

Condition 14 requires that the applicant comply with all of the requirements in the 

letter from James English of the Washoe County Health District dated April 20, 2018 

(Exhibit 5 – County Health Letter).   

 

Washoe County staff also expressed concerns related to amplified sound associated with 

the proposed use. A condition is proposed requiring that all speakers to amplify sound be 

oriented toward the interior of the site and that sound levels at the property boundary not 

exceed 65 decibels (Condition 7). 

 

Because this site is in a semi-rural area surrounded by large lot residential properties, City 

and County staff agreed that the hours of operation should be limited. The applicant 

proposes to host events from noon to sunset. A condition to limit the operation of events at 

this site to these hours is proposed (Condition 8).  Because of this limitation, there should be 

no need for outdoor lighting associated with this request and no lighting for events at this 

facility may be added without an amendment to this Conditional Use Permit (Condition 

13). 
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The applicant requested the ability to have an event once a month with the option to 

have additional events on or around holidays.  City staff has proposed a condition that 

limits the number of events to ten (10) during the period from May through October 

(Condition 9).  In addition, Condition 9 requires that City and County staff be notified of 

the event dates no later than March 1 of each year.   

 

After public notice was received by the owners of adjacent properties, City staff received 

numerous comments. At the time of the writing of this staff report, staff has received 

several comments from the public (7 phone calls and 26 emails), all but three of which 

have been in opposition to this request. Concerns cited by those contacting City staff 

include an increase in flies in the area since this event was permitted as a Temporary Use.  

A condition related to the removal of manure and trash from the site is proposed to 

address this concern (Condition 15). Other concerns raised by the public include the 

effects of increased traffic on the private roads that access the site, amplified sound, and 

outdoor lighting. These concerns are addressed in the Conditions of Approval as discussed 

above. 

 

City staff believes that all the findings can be made for approval of this request for a 

Conditional Use Permit for a Major Recreational Facility at 7660 Patrina Way and 

recommend that the Planning Commission approve the Conditional Use Permit subject to 

the 17 Conditions of Approval. The proposed conditions discussed above address the 

identified impacts of the proposed use. The evidence and reasons for making the requisite 

findings are addressed in the next section of this staff report.  

 

Citizen comments that have been submitted in writing are attached (Exhibit 6 – Citizen 

Comments). 

 

The application for this request is attached (Exhibit 7 – Application). 

 

 

 

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT: 
 

FINDING C1: 

The proposal, as submitted and conditioned, is in compliance with the Comprehensive 

Plan. 

 

The site has three Land Use designations: OS (Open Space), LLR (Large Lot Residential), 

and LDR (Low Density Residential).  All three designations list recreational facilities as a 

possible non-primary use.  Due to the seasonal and intermittent nature of this particular 
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proposed use, approval of a Major Recreational Use at this location will not change the 

primary use of the property, which is single-family residential.   

  
The Land Use Plan Goals and Policies in the Comprehensive Plan that are relevant to this proposal 

include: 

  

Goal MG2:       Foster diversity in the land use mix including residential, commercial, industrial, 

employment and recreational areas citywide. 

  

Policy RC24:    Promote the protection of and minimize the potential impacts on cultural resources 

within the City’s jurisdiction.  

 

Permitting this existing cultural event to transition from a Temporary Use to an entitled 

Conditional Use will add diversity to the land use mix by allowing an appropriate 

recreational use in a semi-rural area in the Sparks Sphere of Influence, in support of Goal 

MG2.  This cultural event will be protected by its entitlement through the Conditional Use 

Permit process, supporting Policy RC24. The event use will be allowed to continue so long 

as it complies with the Conditions of Approval. Failure to comply with the Conditions of 

Approval may result in the revocation of the permit. Failure to initiate or maintain the use 

for a term of two years will cause the Conditional Use Permit to expire.    

 

 FINDING C2: 

The application, as submitted and conditioned, is compatible with the existing or 

permitted uses of adjacent properties. 

 

The application, as submitted and conditioned, is compatible with the existing uses of the 

adjacent properties, which are as follows: 

 

Direction  SURROUNDING LAND USES ZONING 

North:  Rural Single-Family  GR (General Rural, WC) 

East: Rural Single-Family GR (General Rural, WC) 

South:  Rural Single-Family GR (General Rural, WC) 

West: Rural Single-Family GR (General Rural, WC) 

 

Most properties within the vicinity of the subject site are developed as single-family 

residences on large lots (approximately 10 acres on average). The keeping of horses and 

other livestock is common and permitted on these properties. A roping and dancing horse 

cultural event use is not out of character for the area. The proposed Conditions of 

Approval address operational standards and requirements that, in the view of City of 

Sparks and Washoe County staff, will mitigate impacts of the event use and allow it to be 

compatible with the existing uses on the adjacent properties. 
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FINDING C3: 

The potential impairment of natural resources and the total population which available 

natural resources will support without unreasonable impairment has been considered. 

 

This site is developed as a rural residential home site. The majority of the improvements 

needed to use the site as a Major Recreational Facility for roping and dancing horse 

cultural events have already been made.  The addition of gravel parking and a fire 

access lane around the east side of the property are not anticipated to have any impact 

on the availability of natural resources. 

 

FINDING C4: 

The application, as submitted and conditioned, will address identified impacts. 

 

The anticipated impacts that may result from the addition of a second and intermittent 

use of the subject property as a recreational facility are primarily addressed by the 

proposed Conditions of Approval, most of which are to be enforced by Washoe County.  

 

Parking: 

 The SMC 20.04.009(B)(8) requires that all required parking be paved. Because this 

site is located in unincorporated Washoe County and is accessed by unpaved County 

roads, City staff believes that a gravel treatment will suffice for the parking areas. SMC 

20.04.009 requires major recreational uses to provide 1 parking space for every 200 square 

feet of use area.  City staff used the viewing area (approximately 20,000 square feet) to 

determine that the use requires 103 parking spaces. This is close to Washoe County’s 

approximation of 125 spaces, based on 2 people per car, for the applicant’s stated 

anticipated maximum attendance of 250 people.  The applicant’s amended site plan 

shows 103 designated parking spaces that are required to be improved with gravel 

(Condition 3), plus an overflow parking area that is not required to be improved. 

 

Dust Mitigation: 

 To reduce dust from vehicles, a condition is proposed requiring that the access 

route to the site be watered before and during the events (Condition 4). 

 

Fire Access: 

 Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District has required that a fire lane be established 

along the access road that wraps around the property on the east side to provide 

efficient emergency access to the site (Condition 5). 

 

Restroom Facilities: 

 The Washoe County Health District requires that portable restroom facilities be 

provided at an adequate number to serve an event of this size.  The Health District has 
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determined this number to be 10 non-sewered toilets for attendees and 2 non-sewered 

toilets for staff (Condition 6).  A letter from James English addressing this and other Health 

District requirements is attached (Exhibit 5 – County Health Letter). Conditions 10 and 12 

address the Health District’s concerns regarding food and beverage service. 

 

Amplified Sound: 

 To reduce the impact of amplified sound on the surrounding properties, all speakers 

to amplify sound must be oriented toward the interior of the site and sound readings along 

the exterior of the property shall not exceed 65 decibels (Condition 7).  This condition will 

be enforced by Washoe County. 

  

Finding C5: 

Public notice was given and a public hearing held per the requirements of the Sparks 

Municipal Code and the Nevada Revised Statutes. 

 

Public notice for the public hearing was published in the Reno Gazette-Journal on April 19, 

2018. In addition, 32 notices were mailed to owners of property within 1,500 feet of the 

subject property on April 18, 2018. Nevada law requires that notices of public hearings for 

this type of land use entitlement be sent to owners of property located within 500 feet 

from the subject property, provided at least 30 property owners are noticed. Extending 

the noticing to properties within 1,500 feet of the subject property was necessary to reach 

the requisite minimum of 30 notices. The Planning Commission meeting functions as the 

public hearing for the requirements of Nevada Revised Statutes and Sparks Municipal 

Code. 
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1. APPROVAL: 

THIS CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT IS APPROVED AS SUBMITTED AND CONDITIONED.  

ANY SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES SHALL REQUIRE REVIEW AND AMENDMENT TO THIS 

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT. 

 

2. EXPIRATION DATE: 

THE CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE AS PROVIDED IN SPARKS MUNICIPAL 

CODE 20.05.08. 

 

3.   PARKING: 

ALL PARKING AREAS SHALL BE IMPROVED WITH GRAVEL TO THE APPROVAL OF 

THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR. 

 

4.  DUST MITIGATION: 

IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF DUST PRODUCED BY VEHICLES, ALL DIRT 

PORTIONS OF THE ACCESS ROUTE TO THE SITE SHALL BE WATERED AN HOUR 

BEFORE ANY EVENT AND AS NEEDED THROUGHOUT THE EVENT TO THE APPROVAL 

OF WASHOE COUNTY’S ADMINISTRATOR. 

  

5. FIRE ACCESS: 

AN UNOBSTRUCTED ALL-WEATHER FIRE ACCESS LANE WITH A MINIMUM WIDTH OF 

TWENTY FEET SHALL BE MAINTAINED AROUND THE EAST SIDE OF THE SITE TO THE 

APPROVAL OF THE TRUCKEE MEADOWS FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT.   

 

6. RESTROOM FACILITIES: 

A MINIMUM OF 10 NON-SEWER TOILETS FOR GUESTS AND 2 NON-SEWER TOILETS 

FOR EMPLOYEES SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR EVENTS TO THE APPROVAL OF THE 

WASHOE COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT. 

 

7. AMPLIFIED SOUND: 

ALL SPEAKERS SHALL BE ORIENTED TOWARD THE INTERIOR OF THE PROPERTY AND 

THE SOUND LEVELS AT THE PROPERTY BOUNDARY SHALL NOT EXCEED 65 DECIBELS 

TO THE APPROVAL OF WASHOE COUNTY’S ADMINISTRATOR. 

 

8. HOURS OF OPERATION: 

THE HOURS OF OPERATION FOR THE EVENT SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE PERIOD FROM 

NOON TO SUNSET.   

 

9.  EVENT DATES: 

THIS APPROVAL LIMITS THE NUMBER OF EVENTS TO SIX (6) PER YEAR AND NO 

EVENTS SHALL OCCUR OUTSIDE THE MONTHS OF MAY THROUGH OCTOBER.  A LIST 
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OF ALL EVENT DATES FOR EACH YEAR SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE CITY OF SPARKS 

AND TO WASHOE COUNTY NO LATER THAN THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH OF EACH 

YEAR.   

 

10. FOOD AND BEVERAGES: 

ALL FOOD AND BEVERAGE SALES (INCLUDING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE SALES) 

ARE REGULATED BY WASHOE COUNTY AND ANY REQUIRED PERMITS AND 

APPROVALS FOR SAID SALES MUST BE ACQUIRED BY THE APPLICANT PRIOR TO 

SALE OF ANY FOOD OR BEVERAGES AT ANY EVENT. 

 

11. TENTS AND POPUPS: 

TENTS AND POP-UP SHELTERS SHALL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 

TRUCKEE MEADOWS FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT. THE LOCATION AND SIZE OF ALL 

TENTS AND POP-UP SHELTERS SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE TRUCKEE MEADOWS FIRE 

PROTECTION DISTRICT FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL PRIOR TO ANY EVENT. 

 

12. FOOD TRUCKS: 

ANY FOOD TRUCKS AT AN EVENT SHALL BE DULY LICENSED AND APPROVED FOR 

THE SERVICES RENDERED AT THE EVENT BY WASHOE COUNTY. 

 

13. LIGHTING: 

THE PRODUCTION OF EVENTS AT THIS SITE IS LIMITED TO THE HOURS OF NOON TO 

SUNSET, AND NO SITE LIGHTING IS APPROVED AS PART OF THIS CONDITIONAL USE 

PERMIT.  ANY ADDITION OF SITE LIGHTING ASSOCIATED WITH THIS EVENT WILL 

REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT TO THIS CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT. 

 

14. WASHOE COUNTY HEALTH: 

THE APPLICANT SHALL COMPLY WITH ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS IN THE LETTER 

FROM JAMES ENGLISH OF THE WASHOE COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT DATED APRIL 

20, 2018. 

 

15. WASTE REMOVAL: 

A COMMERCIAL WASTE REMOVAL RECEPTACLE SHALL BE PRESENT ON SITE FOR 

ALL EVENTS.  ALL TRASH AND MANURE SHALL BE REMOVED WITHIN 48 HOURS OF 

AN EVENT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE WASHOE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR. 
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16. ACCESS EASEMENT: 

THE APPLICANT SHALL SUPPLY TO THE CITY OF SPARKS AND WASHOE COUNTY A 

COPY OF A RECORDED EASEMENT OR OTHER INSTRUMENT DEMONSTRATING THAT 

THE APPLICANT AND ATTENDEES AT THE EVENTS MAY USE THE PRIVATELY-OWNED 

PORTIONS OF DOLORES DRIVE AND PATRINA WAY TO ACCESS THE SUBJECT SITE 

FOR THE TYPE AND VOLUME OF TRAFFIC THIS USE WILL GENERATE. 
 

17. ROAD MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: 

THE APPLICANT SHALL SUPPLY TO THE CITY OF SPARKS AND WASHOE COUNTY 

EITHER: (A) AN APPROVED AGREEMENT OR OTHER INSTRUMENT THAT DETAILS THE 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND/OR OBLIGATIONS OF THE APPLICANT FOR MAINTENANCE 

AND REPAIR OF THE PRIVATELY OWNED PORTIONS OF DOLORES DRIVE AND 

PATRINA WAY THAT ARE USED TO ACCESS THIS SITE; OR (B) A TRAFFIC STUDY 

INDICATING THAT THE TYPE AND VOLUME OF TRAFFIC GENERATED BY THE 

PROPOSED USE WILL NOT HAVE AN IDENTIFIABLE IMPACT ON THE MAINTENANCE 

AND REPAIR NEEDS FOR THE PRIVATELY OWNED PORTIONS OF DOLORES DRIVE 

AND PATRINA WAY THAT ARE USED TO ACCESS THIS SITE. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 
1001 East Ninth Street   I   P.O. Box 11130   I   Reno, Nevada 89520 
775-328-2434   I   Fax: 775-328-6176   I   washoecounty.us/health 
Serving Reno, Sparks and all of Washoe County, Nevada   |   Washoe County is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

April 20, 2018 

Ian Crittenden, Senior Planner 
City of Sparks 
Planning and Development Division 
PO Box 11130 
Reno, NV 89520-0027 

RE: Lienzo San Jose; APN 083-440-12 
Administrative Permit; PCN18-0013 

Dear Mr. Crittenden: 

The Washoe County Health District, Environmental Health Services Division (WCHD) has reviewed 
the above referenced project.   

1. WCHD has no objections to the approval of the administrative permit for the proposed activities
with the below requirements:

a. The facility is required to maintain a minimum of 10 non-sewered toilets on the site for the
duration of the event. These must be pumped and serviced weekly, and remain on site
for the duration of all events.

b. Based off of the proposed event, no food service will be offered on site. Only
bottled/canned beer will be served. As long as the event does not serve any drinks or
foods to the public, no additional permitting will be required.

i. Note, that if the food service is modified additional permitting and other
requirements may be necessary to obtain a permit. Operating without a permit
may result in immediate closure of a portion of the event and potential
misdemeanors.

c. The existing house and septic system are not a portion of the event and no event
activities are proposed in association with the existing single family dwelling. Therefore,
the existing septic is considered residential.

i. If any proposed use results in a commercial use of the existing SFD or septic
system, additional permitting and approval may be required through the Nevada
Division of Environmental Protection.

d. The existing well is considered residential use only and cannot be utilized to provide any
drinking water, hand washing, or water for any consumption with any guests or attendees
for the events.

i. If any water is utilized from the well for any temporary food event, ice making,
hand washing, or other use for attendees the facility may be required to become a
permitted public water system.

e. Any food trucks proposed must be self-contained, supply their own water from an
approved source, dispose of their waste at an approved location, and not impact the
existing septic or domestic well on site.

Exhibit 5
Page 1



April 20, 2018 
Lienzo San Jose; APN 083-440-12  
Administrative Permit; PCN18-0013 
Page 2 

If you have any questions or would like clarification regarding the foregoing, please contact Wes 
Rubio, Senior Environmental Health Specialist at wrubio@washoecounty.us regarding all Health 
District comments. 

Sincerely, 

James English, REHS, CP-FS 
EHS Supervisor 
Waste Management/Land Development Programs 

JE:wr 
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